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Abstract
Multiagent learning is a key problem in AI. In the presence of multi-
ple Nash equilibria, even agents with non-conflicting interests may not
be able to learn an optimal coordination policy. The problem is exac-
cerbated if the agents do not know the game and independently receive
noisy payoffs. So, multiagent reinforfcement learning involves two inter-
related problems: identifying the game and learning to play. In this paper,
we present optimal adaptive learning, the first algorithm that converges
to an optimal Nash equilibrium with probability 1 in any team Markov
game. We provide a convergence proof, and show that the algorithm’s
parameters are easy to set to meet the convergence conditions.

1 Introduction
Multiagent learning is a key problem in AI. For a decade, computer scientists have worked
on extending reinforcement learning (RL) to multiagent settings [11, 15, 5, 17]. Markov
games (aka. stochastic games) [16] have emerged as the prevalent model of multiagent RL.
An approach called Nash-Q [9, 6, 8] has been proposed for learning the game structure
and the agents’ strategies (to a fixed point called Nash equilibrium where no agent can
improve its expected payoff by deviating to a different strategy). Nash-Q converges if a
unique Nash equilibrium exists, but generally there are multiple Nash equilibria. Even
team Markov games (where the agents have common interests) can have multiple Nash
equilibria, only some of which are optimal (that is, maximize sum of the agents’ discounted
payoffs). Therefore, learning in this setting is highly nontrivial.

A straightforward solution to this problem is to enforce convention (social law). Boutilier
proposed a tie-breaking scheme where agents choose individual actions in lexicographic
order[1]. However, there are many settings where the designer is unable or unwilling
to impose a convention. In these cases, agents need to learn to coordinate. Claus and
Boutilier introduced fictitious play, an equilibrium selection technique in game theory, to
RL. Their algorithm, joint action learner (JAL) [2], guarantees the convergence to a Nash
equilibrium in a team stage game. However, this equilibrium may not be optimal. The
same problem prevails in other equilibrium-selection approaches in game theory such as
adaptive play [18] and the evolutionary model proposed in [7].

In RL, the agents usually do not know the environmental model (game) up front and receive
noisy payoffs. In this case, even the lexicographic approaches may not work because agents
receive noisy payoffs independently and thus may never perceive a tie. Another significant



problem in previous research is how a nonstationary exploration policy (required by RL) af-
fects the convergence of equilibrium selection approaches—which have been studied under
the assumption that agents either always take the best-response actions or make mistakes at
a constant rate. In RL, learning to play an optimal Nash equilibrium in team Markov games
has been posed as one of the important open problems [9]. While there have been heuristic
approaches to this problm, no existing algorithm has been proposed that is guarenteed to
converge to an optimal Nash equilibrium in this setting.

In this paper, we present optimal adaptive learning (OAL), the first algorithm that converge
to an optimal Nash equilibrium with probability 1 in any team Markov game (Section 3).
We prove its convergence, and show that OAL’s parameters are easy to meet the conver-
gence conditions (Section 4).

2 The setting
2.1 MDPs and reinforcement learning (RL)
In a Markov decision problem, there is one agent in the environment. A fully observable
Markov decision problem (MDP) is a tuple ������� � � where � is a finite state space; �
is the space of actions the agent can take; � � � � � � � is a payoff function (���� ��
is the expected payoff for taking action � in state �); and � � � � � � � � ��� �� is
a transition function (� ��� �� ��� is the probability of ending in state � �, given that ac-
tion � is taken in state �). An agent’s deterministic policy (aka. strategy) is a mapping
from states to actions. We denote by ���� the action that policy � prescribes in state �.
The objective is to find a policy � that maximizes

��
��� 	

�
������, where �� is the pay-
off at time �, and 	 � ��� �� is a discount factor. There exists a deterministic optimal
policy �� [12]. The Q-function for this policy, �, is defined by the set of equations
���� �� � ���� �� 	 	

�
���� � ��� �� �

��
������
����� ���. At any state �, the optimal

policy chooses ��
���
���� �� [10].

Reinforcement learning can be viewed as a sampling method for estimating  � when the
payoff function� and/or transition function � are unknown.  ���� �� can be approximated
by a function ���� �� calculated from the agent’s experience up to time �. The model-
based approach uses samples to generate models of� and � , and then iteratively computes
���� �� � ����� �� 	 	

�
���� ����� �� �

��
�����������
�� ���.

Based on�, a learning policy assigns probabilities to actions at each state. If the learning
policy has the “Greedy in the Limit with Infinite Exploration” (GLIE) property, then  �

will converge to � (with either a model-based or model-free approach) and the agent will
converge in behavior to an optimal policy [14]. Using GLIE, every state-action pair is
visited infinitely often, and in the limit the action selection is greedy with respect to the
Q-function w.p.1. One common GLIE policy is Boltzmann exploration [14].

2.2 Multiagent RL in team Markov games when the game is unknown
A natural extension of an MDP to multiagent environments is a Markov game (aka.
stochastic game) [16]. In this paper we focus on team Markov games, that are Markov
games where each agent receives the same expected payoff (in the presence of noise, dif-
ferent agent may still receive different payoffs at a particular moment.). In other words,
there are no conflicts between the agents, but learning the game structure and learning to
coordinate are nevertheless highly nontrivial.
Definition 1 A team Markov game (aka identical-interest stochastic game) � is a tuple
��� ������ � �, where � is a set of n agents; S is a finite state space; � � ��������� is a
joint action space of n agents; � � � � � � � is the common expected payoff function;
and � � � ��� � � ��� �� is a transition function.
The objective of the � agents is to find a deterministic joint policy (aka. joint strategy aka.
strategy profile) � � ���������	 (where � � � � � and �� � � � ��) so as to maximize the



expected sum of their discounted payoffs. The Q-function,  	��� ��, is the expected sum
of discounted payoffs given that the agents play joint action � in state � and follow policy
� thereafter. The optimal -function ���� �� is the -function for (each) optimal policy
��. So, � captures the game structure. The agents generally do not know  � in advance.
Sometimes, they know neither the payoff structure nor the transition probabilities.

A joint policy ���������	 is a Nash equilibrium� if each individual policy is a best response
to the others. That is, for all � � �, � � � and any individual policy � ��, 

���� ������	 

������� � ���� �������	 
 �������, where ��� is the joint policy of all agents except
agent �. (Likewise, throughout the paper, we use �� to denote all agents but �, e.g., by
��� their joint action, by ��� their joint action set.) A Nash equilibrium is strict if the
inequality above is strict. An optimal Nash equilibrium �� is a Nash equilibrium that gives
the agents the maximal expected sum of discounted payoffs. In team games, each optimal
Nash equilibrium is an optimal joint policy (and there are no other optimal joint policies).

A joint action � is optimal in state � if ���� �� � ���� ��� for all �� � �. If we treat
���� �� as the payoff of joint action � in state �, we obtain a team game in matrix form.
We call such a game a state game for �. An optimal joint action in � is an optimal Nash
equilibrium of that state game. Thus, the task of optimal coordination in a team Markov
game boils down to having all the agents play an optimal Nash equilibrium in state games.

However, a coordination problem arises if there are multiple Nash equilibria. The 3-player

��� 
��� 
��� 
��� 
��� 
��� 
��� 
��� 
���

�� 10 -20 -20 -20 -20 5 -20 5 -20
�� -20 -20 5 -20 10 -20 5 -20 -20
�� -20 5 -20 5 -20 -20 -20 -20 10

Table 1: A three-player coordination game
game in Table 1 has three optimal Nash equilibria and six sub-optimal Nash equilibria. In
this game, no existing equilibrium selection algorithm (e.g.,fictitious play [3]) is guarenteed
to learn to play an optimal Nash equilibrium. Furthermore, if the payoffs are only expec-
tations over each agent’s noisy payoffs and unknown to the agents before playing, even
identification of these sub-optimal Nash equilibria during learning is nontrivial.

3 Optimal adaptive learning (OAL) algorithm
We first consider the case where agents know the game before playing. This enables the
learning agents to construct a virtual game (VG) for each state � of the team Markov
game to eliminate all the strict suboptimal Nash equilibria in that state. Let � ����� ��
be the payoff that the agents receive from the VG in state � for a joint action �. We let
� ����� �� � � if � � ��
������

���� ��� and � ����� �� � � otherwise. For ex-
ample, the VG for the game in Table 1 gives payoff 1 for each optimal Nash equilibrium
(���� ��� ��	,���� ��� ��	, and ���� ��� ��	), and payoff 0 to every other joint action. The
VG in this example is weakly acyclic.
Definition 2 (Weakly acyclic game [18]) Let � be an n-player game in matrix form. The
best-response graph of � takes each joint action � � � as a vertex and connects two
vertices � and �� with a directed edge � � �� if and only if 1) � � ��; 2) there exists
exactly one agent � such that ��� is a best response to ��� and ���� � ���. We say the game
� is weakly acyclic if in its best-response graph, from any initial vertex �, there exists a
directed path to some vertex �� from which there is no outgoing edge.
To tackle the equilibrium selection problem for weakly acyclic games, Young [18] pro-
posed a learning algorithm called adaptive play (AP), which works as follows. Let � � � �
be a joint action played at time � over an n-player game in matrix form. Fix integers

�Throughout the paper, every Nash equilibrium that we discuss is also a subgame perfect Nash equilibrium. (This refinement

of Nash equilibrium was first introduced in [13] for different games).



� and � such that � � � � �. When � � �, each agent � randomly chooses its
actions. Starting from � � � 	 �, each agent looks back at the � most recent plays
�� � ������ ������� � � � � ����� and randomly (without replacement) selects � samples
from ��. Let ��������� be the number of times that a reduced joint action ��� � ��� (a
joint action without agent �’s individual action) appears in the � samples at �	�. Let � ����
be agent �’s payoff given that joint action � has been played. Agent � calculates its expected
payoff w.r.t its individual action �� as 
� ���� �

�
�������

������	 
 ������������
� ,

and then randomly chooses an action from a set of best responses: �� �
� � ��� � �� �

��
����
�
��� 
� ��

�
��	.

Young showed that AP in a weakly acyclic game converges to a strict Nash equilibrium
w.p.1. Thus, AP on the VG for the game in Table 1 leads to an equilibrium with payoff 1
which is actually an optimal Nash equilibrium for the original game. Unfortunately, this
does not extend to all VGs because not all VGs are weakly acyclic: in a VG without any
strict Nash equilibrium, AP may not converge to the strategy profile with payoff 1.

In order to address more general settings, we now modify the notion of weakly acyclic
game and adaptive play to accommodate weak optimal Nash equilibria.

Definition 3 (Weakly acyclic game w.r.t a biased set (WAGB)): Let � be a set contain-
ing some of the Nash equilibria of a game � (and no other joint policies). Game � is a
WAGB if, from any initial vertex �, there exists a directed path to either a Nash equilibrium
inside� or a strict Nash equilibrium.

We can convert any VG to a WAGB by setting the biased set � to include all joint poli-
cies that give payoff 1 (and no other joint policies). To solve such a game, we introduce
a new learning algorithm for equilibrium selection. It enables each agent to deterministi-
cally select a best-response action once any Nash equilibrium in the biased set is attained
(even if there exist several best responses when the Nash equilibrium is not strict). This is
different from AP where players randomize their action selection when there are multiple
best-response actions. We call our approach biased adaptive play (BAP). BAP works as
follows. Let � be the biased set composed of some Nash equilibria of a game in matrix
form. Let ��� be the set of � samples drawn at time �, without replacement, from among
the most recent � joint actions. If (1) there exists a joint action � � � � such that for all
� � ���, ��� � � and ��� � ��, and (2) there exists at least one joint action � such that
� � ��� and � � �, then agent � chooses its best-response action � � such that �� � ��� and
�� � 
���� � �� � ��� � �� � �	. That is, �� is contained in the most recent play of
a Nash equilibrium inside �. On the other hand, if the two conditions above are not met,
then agent � chooses its best-response action in the same way as AP. As we will show, BAP
(even with GLIE exploration) on a WAGB converges w.p.1 to either a Nash equilibrium in
� or a strict Nash equilibrium.

So far we tackled learning of coordination in team Markov games where the game structure
is known. Our real interests are in learning when the game is unknown. In multiagent
reinforcement learning, � is asymptotically approximated with �. Let � ����� �� be
the virtual game w.r.t ���� ��. Our question is how to construct � �� so as to assure
� �� � � �� w.p.1. Our method of achieving this makes use of the notion of �-optimality.

Definition 4 Let � be a positive constant. A joint action a is �-optimal at state s and time
t if ���� �� 	 � � 
���� ���� �

�� for all �� � �. We denote the set of �-optimal joint
actions at state s and time t as ������.
The idea is to use a decreasing �-bound �� to estimate ������ at state � and time �. All the
joint actions belonging to the set are treated as optimal Nash equilibria in the virtual game
� �� which give agents payoff 1. If �� converges to zero at a rate slower than� converges



to �, then � �� � � �� w.p.1. We make �� proportional to a function ����� � ��� ��
which decreases slowly and monotonically to zero with� �, where�� is the smallest num-
ber of times that any state-action pair has been sampled so far. Now, we are ready to present
the entire optimal adaptive learning (OAL) algorithm. As we will present thereafter, we
craft����� carefully using an understanding of the convergence rate of a model-based RL
algorithm that is used to learn the game structure.
Optimal adaptive learning algorithm (for agent �)

1. Initialization � � �. For all � � � and � � � do ����� �� � �, ����� �� �
�� � �

���
and ����� �� � �.

�� � �; ��� ��� � �. � � �.

2. Learning of coordination policy If � � �, randomly select an action, otherwise do
(a) Update the virtual game � �� at state �: � ����� �� � � if � � ��� ��� and � ����� �� � � otherwise.

Set � � �� � � ����� �� � �	.

(b) According to GLIE exploration, with an exploitation probability � do

i. Randomly select (without replacement) � records from � recent observations of others’ joint actions
played at state �.

ii. Calculate expected payoff of individual action �� over the virtual game � ����� �� at current state �

as follows: �� ��� ��� �
�

�������

���������

	
� ����� ���	 
 ����. Construct the best-

response set at state � and time �: ���
���� � ������ � 	
��	��

�
���

�� ��� ����	.

iii. If conditions 1) and 2) of BAP are met, choose a best-response action with respect to the biased set �.
Otherwise, randomly select a best-response action from �������.

Otherwise, randomly select an action to explore.

3. Off-policy learning of game structure ��

(a) Observe state transition � � �� and payoff �� under the joint action �. Do

i. ����� ��� ����� �� � �.
ii. ����� ��� ����� �� �

�

������

��� � ����� ���.

iii. ����� �� �
��� ����� �� �

�� � �

������

�� � ����� �� �
���.

iv. For all �� � � and �� � �� do ����� �� ���� ��� �

������

������ �� ���.

(b) ������� ��� ����� �� � �
�

����
����� �� �

���	���� ����
�� ���.

(c) �� �� �. �� � ���������� ����� ��.

(d) If �� � ������ (see Section 4.2 for the construction of �����)

i. �� � ������.
ii. Update ����� �� for all ��� �� using (b).
iii. ��� ���� �������� �� � �� � �	���� ����� �

��	.

Here, ����� �� is the number of times a joint action � has been played in state � by time �.
 is a positive constant (any value works). ����� ���� is the number of times that a joint
action ��� � ��� appears in agent �’s � samples (at time �) from the most recent � joint
actions taken in state �.

4 Proof of convergence of OAL
In this section, we prove that OAL converges to an optimal Nash equilibrium. Throughout,
we make the common RL assumptions: payoffs are bounded, and the number of states
and actions is finite. The proof is organized as follows. In Section 4.1 we show that OAL
agents learn optimal coordination if the game is known. Specifically, we show that BAP
against a WAGB with known game structure converges to a Nash equilibrium under GLIE
exploration. Then in Section 4.2 we show that OAL agents will learn the game structure.
Specifically, any virtual game can be converted to a WAGB which will be learned surely.
Finally, these two tracks merge in Section 4.3 which shows that OAL agents will learn the
game structure and optimal coordination. Due to limited space, we omit most proofs. They
can be found at: www.cs.cmu.edu/˜sandholm/oal.ps.

4.1 Learning to coordinate in a known game
In this section, we first model our biased adaptive play (BAP) algorithm with best-response
action selection as a stationary Markov chain. In the second half of this section we then
model BAP with GLIE exploration as a nonstationary Markov chain.



4.1.1 BAP as a stationary Markov chain
Consider BAP with randomly selected initial � plays. We take the initial ����!�" �� �
���� ��� � � � � ��� as the initial state of the Markov chain. The definition of the other states is
inductive: A successor of state � is any state �� obtained by deleting the left-most element
of � and appending a new right-most element. The only exception is that all the states � �
��� �� ���� �� with � being either a member of the biased set � or a strict Nash equilibrium
are grouped into a unique terminal state �� . Any state directing to � � �� is treated as
directly connected to �� .

Let � be the state transition matrix of the above Markov chain. Let � � be a successor of �,
and let � � ���� ��� � � � � ��	 (� players) be the new element that was appended to the right
of � to get ��. Let # � � $ � be the transition probability from � to � �. Now, # � � $ �
if and only if for each agent �, there exists a sample of size � in � to which � � is �’s best
response according to the action-selection rule of BAP. Because agent � chooses such a
sample with a probability independent of time �, the Markov chain is stationary. Finally,
due to our clustering of multiple states into a terminal state �� , for any state � connected
to �� , we have # � � �

�
 �� �

# � � .

In the above model, once the system reaches the terminal state, each agent’s best response
is to repeat its most recent action. This is straightforward if in the actual terminal state
� � ��� �� ���� �� (which is one of the states that were clustered to form the terminal state), �
is a strict Nash equilibrium. If � is only a weak Nash equilibrium (in this case, � � �), BAP
biases each agent to choose its most recent action because conditions (1) and (2) of BAP are
satisfied. Therefore, the terminal state �� is an absorbing state of the finite Markov chain.�

On the other hand, the above analysis shows that �� essentially is composed of multiple
absorbing states. Therefore, if agents come into �� , they will be stuck in a particular state
in �� forever instead of cycling around multiple states in �� .
Theorem 1 Let G be a weakly acyclic game w.r.t. a biased set D. Let L(a) be the length
of the shortest directed path in the best-response graph of G from a joint action a to either
an absorbing vertex or a vertex in D, and let %� � 
��� %���. If � � ��%� 	 ��, then,
w.p.1, biased adaptive play in G converges to either a strict Nash equilibrium or a Nash
equilibrium in D.
Theorem 1 says that the stationary Markov chain for BAP in a WAGB (given� � ��%�	
��) has a unique stationary distribution in which only the terminal state appears.
4.1.2 BAP with GLIE exploration as a nonstationary Markov chain
Without knowing game structure, the learners need to use exploration to estimate their pay-
offs. In this section we show that such exploration does not hurt the convergence of BAP.
We show this by first modeling BAP with GLIE exploration as a non-stationary Markov
chain.

With GLIE exploration, at every time step �, each joint action occurs with positive proba-
bility. This means that the system transitions from the state it is in to any of the successor
states with positive probability. On the other hand, the agents’ action-selection becomes
increasingly greedy over time. In the limit, with probability one, the transition probabilities
converge to those of BAP with no exploration. Therefore, we can model the learning pro-
cess with a sequence of transition matrices ���	���� such that ��
��� �� � � , where � is
the transition matrix of the stationary Markov chain describing BAP without exploration.

�Akin to how we modeled BAP as a stationary Markov chain above, Young modeled adaptive play (AP) as a stationary

Markov chain [18]. There are two differences. First, unlike AP’s, BAP’s action selection is biased. Second, in Young’s model, it

is possible to have several absorbing states while in our model, at most one absorbing state exists (for any team game, our model

has exactly one absorbing state). This is because we cluster all the absorbing states into one. This allows us to prove our main

convergence theorem.



Our objective here is to show that on a WAGB, BAP with GLIE exploration will converge
to the (“clustered”) terminal state. For that, we use the following lemma (which is a com-
bination of Theorems V4.4 and V4.5 from [4]).
Lemma 2 Let � be the finite transition matrix of a stationary Markov chain with a unique
stationary distribution &. Let ���	���� be a sequence of finite transition matrices. Let '
be a probability vector and denote ' �!�"� � ' � �! � � ��!�" . If ��
��� �� � � , then
��
"�� ' �!�"� � & for all ( $ �.
Using this lemma and Theorem 1, we can prove the following theorem.
Theorem 3 (BAP with GLIE) On a WAGB G, w.p.1, BAP with GLIE exploration (and
� � ��%�	��) converges to either a strict Nash equilibrium or a Nash equilibrium in D.

4.2 Learning the virtual game
So far, we have shown that if the game structure is known in a WAGB, then BAP will
converge to the terminal state. To prove optimal convergence of the OAL algorithm, we
need to further demonstrate that 1) every virtual game is a WAGB, and 2) in OAL, the
“temporary” virtual game � �� will converge to the “correct” virtual game � �� w.p.1.
The first of these two issues is handled by the following lemma:
Lemma 4 The virtual game VG of any n-player team state game is a weakly acyclic game
w.r.t a biased set that contains all the optimal Nash equilibria, and no other joint actions.
(By the definition of a virtual game, there are no strict Nash equilibria other than optimal
ones.) The length of the shortest best-response path %� � � �.
Lemma 4 implies that BAP in a known virtual game with GLIE exploration will converge
to an optimal Nash equilibrium. This is because (by Theorem 3) BAP in a WAGB will
converge to either a Nash equilibrium in a biased set � or a strict Nash equilibrium, and
(by Lemma 4) any virtual game is a WAGB with all such Nash equilibria being optimal.

The following two lemmas are the last link of our proof chain. They show that OAL will
cause agents to obtain the correct virtual game almost surely.

Lemma 5 In any team Markov game, (part 3 of) OAL assures that as � � �,


��������������� ������� ���� �  
�

��� �����

��
for some constant  $ � w.p.1.

Using Lemma 5, the following lemma is easy to prove.

Lemma 6 Consider any team Markov game. Let )� be the event that for all �� $ �, � ��� �
� �� in the OAL algorithm in a given state. If 1) ����� decreases monotonically to zero

(��
�������� � �), and 2) ��
���

�
��� �����#��

�����
� �, then ��
��� ���)�	 � �.

Lemma 6 states that if the criterion for including a joint action among the �-optimal joint
actions in OAL is not made strict too quickly (quicker than the iterated logarithm), then
agents will identify all optimal joint actions with probability one. In this case, they set up
the correct virtual game. It is easy to make OAL satisfy this condition. E.g., any function

����� � �
$� �

�
� � � * + * �

� , will do.

4.3 Main convergence theorem
Now we are ready to prove that OAL converges to an optimal Nash equilibrium in any
team Markov game, even when the game structure is unknown. The idea is to show that
the OAL agents learn the game structure (VGs) and the optimal coordination policy (over
these VGs). OAL tackles these two learning problems simultaneously—specifically, it
interleaves BAP (with GLIE exploration) with learning of game structure. However, the
convergence proof does not make use of this fact. Instead, the proof proceeds by showing
that the VGs are learned first, and coordination second (the learning algorithm does not
even itself know when the switch occurs, but it does occur w.p.1).



Theorem 7 (Optimal convergence) In any team Markov game among � agents, if (1)
� � ���	 ��, and (2) ����� satisfies Lemma 6, then the OAL algorithm converges to an
optimal Nash equilibrium w.p.1.
Proof. According to [1], a team Markov game can be decomposed into a sequence of state
games. The optimal equilibria of these state games form the optimal policy � � for the
game. By the definition of GLIE exploration, each state in the finite state space will be
visited infinitely often w.p.1. Thus, it is sufficient to only prove that the OAL algorithm
will converge to the optimal policy over individual state games w.p.1.

Let )� be the event that � ��� � � �� at that state for all �� $ �. Let �� be any positive
constant. If Condition (2) of the theorem is satisfied, by Lemma 6 there exists a time � �� ��
such that ���)�	 $ �� �� if � $ � ����.

If )� occurs and Condition (1) of the theorem is satisfied, by Theorem 3, OAL will converge
to either a strict Nash equilibrium or a Nash equilibrium in the biased set w.p.1. Further-
more, by Lemma 4, we know that the biased set contains all of the optimal Nash equilibria
(and nothing else), and there are no strict Nash equilibria outside the biased set. Therefore,
if )� occurs, then OAL converges to an optimal Nash equilibrium w.p.1. � Let �� be any
positive constant, and let ,% be the event that the agents play an optimal joint action at a
given state for all �� � - . With this notation, we can reword the previous sentence: there
exists a time ����� �� such that if - $ ����� ��, then ���,% �)�	 $ �� ��.
Put together, there exists a time ����� ��� such that if - $ ����� ���, then ���,%	 $
���,% �)�	���)�	 $ �� � ����� � ��� $ � � �� � ��. Because �� and �� are only used
in the proof (they are not parameters of the OAL algorithm), we can choose them to be
arbitrarily small. Therefore, OAL converges to an optimal Nash equilibrium w.p.1. �

5 Conclusions and future research
With multiple Nash equilibria, multiagent RL becomes difficult even when agents do not
have conflicting interests. In this paper, we present OAL, the first algorithm that converges
to an optimal Nash equilibrium with probability 1 in any team Markov game. In the future
work, we consider extending the algorithm to some general-sum Markov games.
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